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Everyone thinks that a barn wedding is just for summer, but here at The Wellbeing Farm 
we would like to prove that our venue is perfect all year round.

Spring is the season of new life, a magical time 
to tie the knot surrounded by lambs in our 
fields, and vibrant spring flowers. Inside, bunting 
hangs from our flower-filled wedding barn – the 
perfect spring fête venue. And if there is still a 
chill in the air the barn can be heated. 

The season of the festival wedding – and we’ve 
had quite a few this year. Colours are bright, 
music is blaring – we’ve even had giant letters 
spelling out WedFest. 

We have a lot of outside space and summer 
allows us to use it to the full. We offer games 
on the lawn, self-serve cask ale and our very 
own ‘Bar O’Llama’. The summer nights are ideal 
for our Festival Fodder BBQ menu too – perfect 
for the relaxed bride and groom. 
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This is the season where the wedding barn looks 
its most beautiful, donned with reds, oranges, 
golds and browns. It’s not just inside – with our 
views, autumn is truly one of the best seasons 
to get married here. It’s the perfect time for our 
‘Host The Roast’ comfort food package, and to 
grab a blanket and toast marshmallows over our 
fire pit. Plus, the full-on Halloween and Dia de 
los Muertos (Day of the Dead) themed 
weddings will truly bring out the personality of 
the alternative bride. The early sunsets also 
guarantee gorgeous photo opportunities. 

Winter may be the wildcard choice, but it’s just as 
stunning here as any other time of the year. Draped in 
fairy lights, along with our LED trees, the wedding barn 
looks like a winter wonderland – especially alongside 
our giant Christmas tree. We also offer the option of 
mulled wine or cider for welcome drinks, or hot 
chocolate with all the toppings to warm up your guests.

Even though we’re in the middle of nowhere, we have  
a snow plough and enough grit for the whole of 
Edgworth – so you and you guests will be able to get 
here whatever the weather throws at us. 
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